This article places Big Brother in the context of shifts in factual television's forms and functions. Having identified some of the distinctive features of Big Brother's construction of telereality, it reviews the category of "documentary" across some of its dominant modes. The current emphasis on formats that divert as much as they inform or question is given particular attention, and the wider social and cultural coordinates of this trend are noted. The possibility that we are moving into a "postdocumentary" culture is posed. This is a culture in which many conventional elements of documentary will continue to develop, but in a radically changed setting-economic and cultural-for all audiovisual documentation.
However, "documentary" is the category that seems most obvious to start with and work from. This, despite the clear disjunction between the terms of the series and those even of most other types of "reality TV" variant on the observational documentary model, let alone those of the more established, mainstream formats. For it is clear that right at the heart of the series is the idea of observing what is a mode of "real" behavior. Such observation finds its grounding reference, and a large part of its interest and pleasure, in the real characteristics of real people, even if the material and temporal conditions for that behavior have been entirely constructed by television itself.
Big Brother comprehensively and openly gives up on the kinds of "field naturalism" that have driven the documentary tradition into so many contradictions and conundrums for near on eighty years, most especially in its various modes of observational filming (e.g., cinema vérité, direct cinema, and the various bastardized "fly-on-the-wall" recipes of television). Instead, Big Brother operates its claims to the real within a fully managed artificiality, in which almost everything that might be deemed to be true about what people do and say is necessarily and obviously predicated on the larger contrivance of them being there in front of the camera in the first place. Documentary has a lengthy and various history of concern for the historical and social world, the imaging of which in terms of followable and significant action (even for the duration of a scene) continues to pose considerable problems of accessibility and scopic coherence, despite new technology. Alongside this concern with the outer world, an interest in inner stories has developed too, particularly in the last decade of work on television. The development of inner stories often requires extensive use of interview and sometimes of part-dramatization to get the personal and the microsocial fully realized on the screen. The inner story (for example, about the road accident, about the crime, about the illness) has tended in some treatments to be pulled rather sharply away from its broader social conditions and contingencies. The documentary foreground has frequently become a highly defined narrative of localized feelings and experiences presented against what is often a merely sketchy if not entirely token background of social setting. Clearly, both the changing formats of the talk show and the soap opera have mapped out in advance some elements of the "structure of feeling" (Raymond Williams's phrase is entirely appropriate to the affective emphasis) toward which a new documentary energy has been drawn. An adjustment in, as it were, the "focal length" of documentary has been required, together with a changed tonality of the documentary voice (quite literally, in the case of the registers required of commentary in routing us through inner stories with optimum satisfaction). The viewing invitation slides from the dynamics of understanding to the involving, but at the same time more passive, transaction of vicarious witness and empathy.
Big Brother in a sense takes the next logical step in this process and dispenses with the difficulties of extracting the personal from the social (e.g., all those problems about authenticity in docusoap, all that debate about "directorial intervention") by building its own social precisely for the purpose of revealing the personal. This social is comprehensively available to television, it has indeed been built for the daily delivery of behavior to camera. Strictly speaking, then, the circumstances are not so much those of observation as those of display; living space is also performance space. The availability is both tightly spatial and urgently temporal, clearly. But it is also, in its scopic comprehensiveness, emotional. "Outside" and "inside," objectification and subjectification, empathy and detachment, fondness and dislike-these are positional variables on a spectatorial grid across which rapid switching can occur. The interplay between observed action, the "cameos" of to-camera participant testimony, and the framing of voiced-over commentary is the required communicational mix for delivering this form of viewing experience. The use of the internet to extend further the public existence and availability of the event, to create optional and selective viewing opportunities "beyond the edges" of the television text itself, enhances the sense of a concurrent, live, and open narrative (perhaps previously most marked in sports coverage). It also provides another resource in exercising spectator control (voting participants off the show). Whereas Orwell's Big Brother used surveillance to inhibit the terms of normal living in private space, Big Brother promotes abnormal terms of living within surveillance space. Whatever the more serious justifications for this that may be advanced in self-justification (for a popular "experiment" in modern human interaction, a few hired psychologists always need to be on hand), the clear purpose of the whole microsocial event is to deliver fun.
Yet to say this does not amount to claiming that Big Brother is trying (and failing) to be a "proper documentary." That would be a wildly inaccurate misreading of its design and success as well as begging big questions about what precisely constitutes the "proper." It is simply to suggest that in coming to terms with how the series works, we need among things to see how its practices, forms, and functions are placed within what I am calling the "postdocumentary" culture of television. We also need to note how, within that culture, the legacy of documentary is still at work, albeit in partial and revised form.
In this article, I want to develop some points about postdocumentary television as one way among others of approaching the new and entertaining forms of tele-factuality that will directly concern most other contributors. I will, at stages, want to review and reconsider some of the elements of documentarism in its more established forms in order to plot more clearly the nature of current shifts.
We can start by reviewing the idea of "documentary" itself. As I suggested above, this might now be an unhelpful category with which to assess the changes occurring in factual television and particularly unhelpful in thinking about the new links between popular knowledge and audiovisual experience. The problem is that too many assumptions and, I think, too many idealizations have now gathered around the notions of the "social" and the "public," which the term mobilizes. Paradoxically, for us to understand much of the current change in television's factual output, the term needs pressing back toward the broader category of "documentation" from which it initially sprang (most explicitly, for Britain, in John Grierson's written advocacy of a documentary cinema during the early 1930s-see Hardy 1979) . In doing this, we are not only going from narrowness to breadth, we are being descriptive rather than evaluative. We are trying to re-locate the rich, generically ambitious (in some versions, rather preposterous) idea of documentary within the bewildering range of practices now available for depicting the real on screen, including the screen of the computer. Big Brother is just one particular, highly successful, formula within this range.
I have noted in recent writing (Corner 2000) that the term documentary is always much safer when used as an adjective rather than a noun, although its noun usage is, of course, a form of abbreviation, championed by the cinema pioneers and established through sheer familiarity. To ask "is this a documentary project?" is more useful than to ask "is this film a documentary?" with its inflection toward firm definitional criteria and the sense of something being more object than practice. This is particularly true of documentary work within television, and my feeling is that in the next few years it will become more obviously so. Documentary within cinema (in many countries now a marginal form where it exists at all) still has the strong contrast with its dominant Other-feature film-against which it can be simply defined as "nonfiction." Television nonfiction describes half the schedule, and so the question of generic identifiers becomes immediately more troublesome. Before I address directly the question of change, and the sorts of change, like that indicated by Big Brother, which seem to warrant my postdocumentary label, I want to say a few things about documentary functions.
Documentary Functions
The functions of documentary work have been at least as important in its history and generic identity as its forms. Both function and form have an unstable, historically contingent character, but there has been enough broad continuity across national histories of media development for us to talk about a documentary tradition. One might introduce a third element here-production practices. Specific production practices, forms, and functions all work to hold together (or not) the documentary identity at different times and places. Briefly put, they concern how a film or program was made (according to what recipes, methods, and ethics), how it looks and sounds, and what job it was designed to do, what kind of impact and usevalue it was to have for audiences. Only in relation to at least one of these features, and probably by reference to more than one, we will identify something as documentary work, thus placing it at the intersection point of a number of lines upon which can be plotted matters of degree rather than of categoric kind. These lines lead to and from other things, including news, advertising, and drama as well as a whole range of presenter-led television (e.g., cooking, travel, motoring, sport) and, of course more recently, the various possible formats and settings for location "games," tests, and challenges. It seems to me that there are three classic functions to which documentary exposition, testimony, and observation have variously been harnessed.
The Project of Democratic Civics.
Documentary is regarded here as providing publicity and propaganda for dominant versions of citizenship. This is documentary cinema in its classic, modernist-realist phase, funded (directly or indirectly) by official bodies. In Britain, it is certainly this function that Grierson saw the documentary as primarily fulfilling in the 1920s and 1930s. Not surprisingly, extensive and "heavy" use of commentary is a defining feature. It should also be noted that a directly affective, as well as a cognitive, impact is often sought, an intention for which the use of music and a range of rhetorical tropes, visual and verbal, gives support. The protocols of informational rationalism that frequently govern broadcast journalism do not hold sway across documentary discourse in this mode, given its function as a form of promotionalism, indeed often a form of national advertising.
Documentary as Journalistic Inquiry and
Exposition. This is essentially the documentary as reporting, possibly the most extensive use of documentary methods on television (at least, until very recently). Through in-camera presentation, or commentary voice-over, and perhaps with interviews interspersing either or both, the documentary work grounds itself not in an idea of "publicity" (see above) but an idea of "reportage," which importantly includes an experience of looking at kinds of visual evidence, an experience of witness (see Ellis 1999 on the importance of this notion).
Documentary as Radical Interrogation and Alternative
Perspective. This is documentary as developed initially within the independent cinema movements that have maintained a presence in some national audio-visual cultures (the work of Bill Nichols-see Nichols 1991-is the major text for U.S. developments and an essential reference for all writing on this topic). The authorial position is not "official" nor does it claim journalistic warrant. Implicitly, sometimes explicitly, the documentary discourse attempts a criticism and a correction of other accounts in circulation. Some public broadcast systems have tried to develop work of a parallel kind (Channel Four in Britain would be a good example). A wide range of styles has been deployed, including techniques of disruption and distancing taking their cue from nonrealist cinema but also including direct-cinema styles of observationalism, modes of dramatization, and kinds of personal testimony extending well beyond both the duration and format of the conventional interview. The anthropological levels of scrutiny offered by some projects in observational and oral history television could be included here. This typology leaves out many important variants that have flourished within different national television systems, but I believe it has a certain rough adequacy (in Corner 1996, I explore examples across all three categories over a sixty-year period). It is worth noting that all of the above functions tend to produce, by design, work quite low in commodity character. Use value is stronger than exchange value (leaving aside for the moment the question of how the audience realizes this use value).
To these three functions, there has been added, by a process of steady development (involving one or two periods of faster change), a fourth function to which I have already alluded in my opening comments. This started within the established documentary parameters but is now evolving beyond them by a process both of "longitudinal" subgeneric developments and intensive cross-fertilization with other formats.
Documentary as Diversion.
At one time, this was most often manifest in the occasional "lightness" (of topic and/or treatment) shown by many television documentary series as part of their mix. In many countries, it has become a new documentary imperative for the production of "popular factual entertainment." Performing this function, documentary is a vehicle variously for the high-intensity incident (the reconstructed accident, the police raid), for anecdotal knowledge (gossipy first-person accounts), and for snoopy sociability (as an amused bystander to the mixture of mess and routine in other people's working lives). Propagandist, expositional, or analytic goals are exchanged for modes of intensive or relaxed diversionthe primary viewing activity is onlooking and overhearing, perhaps aligned to events by intermittent commentary.
In seeking its new pact with the popular, documentary-as-diversion has tended to shadow previously established fictional formats. So the early reality TV shows, focusing on the work of police and emergency services, learned a lot from the style of dramatic action narratives (Bondebjerg 1996 and Kilborn 1994 remain suggestive accounts). "Docusoaps" have clearly learned a lot from the more relaxed rhythms of the soap opera and a good bit, too, from the newer styles of talk show (Dovey 2000 offers a critical review in the context of broader intergeneric shifts). We are, of course, presently seeing a whole range of documentary-style projects emerge that have made strong and successful connections with the idea of the "game" (one often also cast as an "experiment," with location spaces-interior or exterior-as "laboratory"). Clearly, Big Brother's preplanned group surveillance within a "game frame" that permits a measure of viewer intervention through the regular voting-off of participants, is the outstanding example of this. Other instances would include the BBC's rather more ambitiously anthropological Castaways, with an entire small community assembled on a remote Scottish island for the purposes of a social and psychological scrutiny by television, a scrutiny at once both informative and entertaining. Channel 4's The 1900 House and now the The 1940s House, worked with the idea of taking a family back to the conditions of previous periods for a sustained experiment in domestic living. They combined observationalism, participant direct address, and commentary to develop family narrative, historical exposition, and elements of the game-show challenge with great success.
Within the basic framework of taking a number of people to a comprehensively tele-available location for some form of "experiment in living," clearly quite a wide range of options present themselves. Most examples use a constrained time-frame to provide a structure and an urgency of plot to the narrative. The more obvious titles (e.g., Shipwrecked, Survivor) have been quite quickly gone through. Social cohesion, personality, and capacity to perform tasks can variously be emphasized within combinations of the instructive and the entertaining. The "self" can be put on display in various modes of affection, solidarity, insincerity, confrontation, and downright aggression (two, phased onscreen captions before an advertising break in one episode of Big Brother are more generally revealing of its dynamics-"ALLIANCES . . . and ALLEGATIONS"). Participant self-reflection and commentary can deepen the plots thrown up by interaction. Self-knowledge can strengthen viewer empathy, while "self-ignorance" (along with its partner, overconfidence) holds, as ever, its classic potential for comic effect. A good deal of embarrassment and humiliation is assured, with the "outrageous" always there as an engaging possibility within the pressures and play of relationships-a moment of personal confrontation or the transgression of group or game "rules." The mutually modifying interplay of relationships and identities delivers the crucial open plot of the program's narrative. One might use the term "selving" to describe the central process whereby "true selves" are seen to emerge (and develop) from underneath and, indeed, through, the "performed selves" projected for us, as a consequence of the applied pressures of objective circumstance and group dynamics. A certain amount of the humdrum and the routine may be a necessary element in giving this selving process, this unwitting disclosure of personal core, its measure of plausibility, aligning it with the mundane rhythms and naturalistic portrayals of docusoap, soap opera itself, and, at times, the registers of game-show participation. Karen Lury (1996) gives a very useful account of some of the paradoxes and tensions of "ordinary performance" that this type of portrayal encourages from its participants. She also emphasizes how crucial these are in regulating the viewing experience as a kind of para-social encounter in which, as it were, the risks of "being and seeming" taken by others are part of the pleasure.
Here, the relative failure on British television of Survivors (ITV 2001) is interesting. This format replaced an enforced domesticity with the exoticism of group life on a desert island setting. Its viewing figures were only half those expected, and the show had to be radically rescheduled within a week or so of opening. One of its problems may well have followed from the way in which its emphatic, indeed almost camp, exoticism (a subMalinowski stress on tribes, gods, and the mythic force of the natural elements) pulled away from viewer fascination with the more familiar dimensions of "living together" that characterize Big Brother.
I would not want to underestimate the real degree of innovative adaptation and creativity that has gone into these developments. Questions of scopic appeal, forms of talk, and narrative system have been vigorously readdressed in all but the most dull and imitative of formats. The organization of an observed spectacle that is both personal (sustained by forms of personal talk as well as by personal depiction) and social (sustained by interaction, at least some of which needs to be confrontational enough to provide the appropriate intensity) requires a high level of prior stage management. This is such as to defy most previous protocols of documentarism, with their various anxious (and sometimes concealed) playoffs between authenticity and artifice.
In documentary as diversion, by contrast with the previous three functions, we have forms that are very high in exchange value, strategically designed for their competitive strength in the television marketplace. They are far less clear in their use value (although this cannot be dismissed merely because it does not seem to conform to traditional knowledge criteria). It is important to see the newer forms of documentary as having an identity quite distinct from that provided by the longstanding requirement for documentary to do some entertaining to gain and keep a popular audience. Their identity is also different from those many other forms of presenter-based factual formats (including importantly travel programs and the more adventurous types of cooking and motoring series), which, as I noted earlier, have an established link with selected elements of documentary portrayal. Television documentary producers have often produced work that entertains, sometimes in surprising and subversive ways, sometimes with populist calculation. However, when a piece of work in documentary format is entirely designed in relation to its capacity to deliver entertainment, quite radical changes occur both to the forms of representation and to viewing relations.
Elements of a Postdocumentary Context?
There has, then, been a decisive shift toward diversion. This has not had the effect of completely displacing "serious" output but it has certainly had the effect of reworking the identity of this output both within television's generic system and within the pattern of viewing habits and expectations. In what ways might this constitute a postdocumentary setting?
First of all, and most obviously, because audio-visual documentation, under the drive of diversion, has become too extensive and varied to allow documentary what one might see as its minimum sufficient level of generic identity. There has been a quite radical dispersal of documentary energies across the schedules. As a category of work, documentary has required certain things to be assumed, taken as given (it is, indeed, a question-begging category and always has been). Looking and sounding different from other kinds of program helped this process along, supporting what we might call "documentary authority." Extensive borrowing of the "documentary look" by other kinds of program, and extensive borrowing of nondocumentary kinds of look (the dramatic look, the look of advertising, the look of the pop video) by documentary, have complicated the rules for recognizing a documentary. They have thereby contributed to a weakening of documentary status.
Second, as I noted earlier, a performative, playful element has developed strongly within new kinds of factual production. This is evident not only in documentary styling (including the much wider scope given to musical accompaniment) but also in such features as the degree of self-consciousness now often displayed by the participants in observational sequences. This self-display is no longer viewable as an attempt to feign natural behavior but is taken as a performative opportunity in its own right. As such, it constitutes a staple element of docusoap in contrast with the self-restrained naturalism of demeanor, speech, and behavior in classic observationalism. Such naturalism, often highly implausible when subject to close analysis, was nevertheless considered as one founding marker of documentary integrity. Within the calculatedly nonnatural setting of Big Brother, performance is freed from even the minimal requirement made of "lead players" in docusoap to project their personality outward to the viewer from a context of circumstantial clutter and action. The "house" is a predefined stage precisely for personality to be competitively displayed (the intimate to-camera testimony of the video room being one privileged moment) and for its "ordinary" participants to enter the celebrity system of popular culture with minimal transitional difficulty (we know them as performers already), if only for a brief period. As so often in contemporary circuits of fame, intensity is in inverse proportion to duration! Gossip pleasures abound as surmise and rumor join the data generated by the spectacle itself to provide a thick judgmental and speculative discourse around participants' motives, actions, and likely future behavior. In the first British series, the activities of "Naughty Nick" in covertly attempting to manipulate voting, his subsequent admonishment by the rest of the group after the discovery of his tactics, and then his ousting from the house by the program managers constitute a paradigm case. Even the most optimistic producer could not have imagined such a wonderful enhancement to the developing story. In the second British series (2001), the central portrayal of house events is set within a thick and extensive context of chat show interview and speculation together with phone-in assessments-a self-generating gossip machine.
I noted earlier how the new levels of representational play and reflexivity will undoubtedly have an impact on the conventional rhetorics of documentary seriousness, requiring in some cases quite radical adjustments and accommodations to be made. Documentary is no longer classifiable as a "discourse of sobriety" to use Bill Nichols's much-cited phrase (see Nichols 1991) . It has become suffused with a new "lightness of being," and it will need care and creativity to get the mix right in specific projects for specific audiences. This aesthetic instability, and the reorientations around tone and content, also bears witness to a degree of instability in the factual programming market, an uncertainty and a risk about who wants to watch what and why.
As yet, it is hard to gauge the implications of the new playfulness for documentary credibility. Newspaper stories about the forms of representational fraud in the newer formats have combined with the brazenly performative nature of much on-screen action in a way that must have raised popular audience awareness of just how constructed audio-visual documentation can be. But this also appears to have gone along with, if anything, an increased viewing enthusiasm. In the "diverting" mode, it is clear, belief in the veracity of what you are watching is not a prerequisite to engagement and pleasure. Indeed, quite the reverse rule would seem to apply. What also seems clear is that the generous license accorded to the more diverting modes cannot, as yet, be simply transferred across to more serious kinds of documentary claims-making. In the notable British case of Carlton Television's The Connection, a documentary purporting to show the activities of a Colombian drug cartel, there was widespread and deep Third, and related to these questions about style and performance, the broader range of cognitive and affective investments that people make in audio-visual documentation is likely to have undergone a shift, even if, again, only audience research (now very much required in this area) can establish its scale. The "back story" to this shift involves changes in the nature of public and private life over the last two decades and the complex ways in which both the contours of social knowledge and emotional experience have been reconfigured. Such processes have strongly national dimensions, of course, but at their broadest, they involve the way in which selfhood is set within culture and culture set within a particular political and economic order. The terms of "seeing others" and "seeing things" on the screen today are very different from those of the defining moments of documentary history, those moments when an expository realism seemed to resonate at least partially with a public, democratic rhetoric of reform and progress. These stealthier and more long-term changes are ones to which the newer forms of factual programming, with their emphasis on microsocial narrative and their forms of play around the self observed and the self-in-performance, seem to have brought an accelerated momentum.
"Documentary" is a category that has very largely been defined and applied in relation to a sense of public values, and, of course, there has been considerable variety in just how such values have been thought about and positioned in national life. Ideas have been framed by a range of authoritarian, liberal, and radical perspectives. In many countries, however, I think there is a quiet but deepening crisis over the very idea of "the public." This is something to do with changing terms of citizenship and a move away from the once-established (whether coercive or voluntary) forms of solidarity. It is very much to do with the changing character of the national and international economy and the increasing emphasis on market systems, market values, and the dynamics of consumption. These have generated a version of "the popular," grounded in consumption, which is often in direct tension with notions of "the public." Throughout the twentieth century, these two terms have displayed a developing history of tension, often overlaid by an assumed synonymity. They now offer increasingly disconnected versions of the self in society and present to many social democratic projects profound challenges of reconfiguration and reframing within different areas of social and economic policy. Television's role as agency both of public knowledge and of popular entertainment has in a number of countries led to an awkward straddling across a dual value system, and a dual set of criteria, often for many years. Indeed, several debates in television studies have their origins in this duality, sometimes unrecognized, with the one side frequently perceived only in the terms of the other, either in advocacy or in critique. Within the contemporary crisis around public values, broadcast documentary is, in fact, more vulnerable than news programming, since it is premised upon a deeper and a broader engagement with perceptions of social community-its varieties, rhythms, problems, and tensions, the interplay of the specific with the general. Documentary has assumed and fostered rhetorics of belonging and involvement, albeit with elements of the manipulative, the socially exclusive, or the sentimental, that are now increasingly difficult to sustain, even in revised form. A mood at once both more cynical and more comic, a mood in which versions of performance cut through questions of sincerity and authenticity, has started to change television's terms of secondary seeing. Within this new affective order, this emerging "structure of feeling," a busy dialectic of attraction and dislike, provides the mainspring of the entertainment. The very volatility of the feelings here allows for a viewing combination in which what are, for nonfictional formats, quite unparalleled modes of "getting close" become mixed with a remarkably cold, objectifying distance.
Popular Factual Entertainment and the Survival of Documentary
I have described a situation in which subjective factors to do with audience expectations, social affiliation, and modes of cognition and affect combine with the objective factors of a multichannel and intensively commercialized television industry. Only a more systematic attempt to measure what is going on in the schedules under different program categories, as well as sustained inquiry into viewer choice, expectation, and judgment, can allow us to be confident about the scale and direction of change. The combination of factors presents a challenge to the documentary project both at infrastructural and cultural levels. Its funding base is threatened by the intensified commodity status of all programs in the television marketplace. Meanwhile, the aesthetic, political, and cultural coordinates that helped hold it together have both reduced in strength and shifted apart.
I would not expect the production of serious documentary simply to disappear in these circumstances. As I indicated at the start of this article, my use of the idea of "postdocumentary culture" is not meant to signal that documentary is now finished but to signal the scale of its relocation as a set of practices, forms, and functions. Some established strands of practice will undoubtedly continue across the disjunctions I have discussed. They will win viewers and deserve critical support. But they will do this in what, for many national television systems, will be a radically changed setting for audio-visual production and consumption. To the extent it wishes to enjoy a popular reach, the future documentary project in television will need strategically to reconfigure itself within the new economic and cultural contexts. I am aware that much discussion of the threat to documentary carries the ring, if not the explicit claim, of a protectionism, one that is finally aesthetically and socially conservative. The contrary option, welcoming the brave new populist-realisms for their decentering, postmodern energies and thereby downplaying the consequences of their market rationale and their commodity cynicism, looks as crass as ever, although doubtless some commentators will continue to sound that note. It is not surprising that, in this situation, a degree of ambivalence is often a defining feature of academic commentary, as the diverse commercial and sociocultural dimensions of the "popular" seem to resist neat separation. Brants (1998) and Blumler (1999) provide together a useful exchange on the broader but related question of evaluating "infotainment." Moreover, the question of precisely how far, and at what rate, new forms of programming are driving out the more established modes of practice and function is not yet properly answered. In a recent survey, Brian Winston (2000) suggested that the success of popular factual entertainment in the schedules, far from exerting a directly displacing effect, may have been, for the time being at least, "the price of survival" of other, more serious fare. Whatever the pattern finally to emerge, producers with a commitment to the popular audience that goes beyond profitability but that can nevertheless also generate profits will clearly be an important factor in documentary's survival. Documentary, in all its complexity as an indicator, points essentially to a project of political and cultural modernism, predicated on quite specific contexts of mediation and of public and private experience. Its characteristic modes have shown an expositional and analytic dynamic together with a real ethnographic zeal in the portrayal of different forms of living. At the same time, authoritarian and patrician tones have frequently become woven into its textures. It has in many countries bestowed a mixed representational legacy-of investigative, exploratory energy and of epistemic and aesthetic containment. It has served to open up and also to close down. Neither postmodern skepticism nor the techniques of digital manipulation present documentary with its biggest future challenge. This will undoubtedly come from the requirement to reorient and refashion itself in an audiovisual culture where the dynamics of diversion and the aesthetics of performance dominate a greatly expanded range of popular images of the real. Big Brother's distinctive mixture of surveillance and display, placing the viewing audience both as voyeurs and as talent-show judges, has certainly been an important moment in the emergence of reality television from its documentary origins. It has worked cleverly with its ingredients, some of which have been drawn from other formats while others have been quite new. In taking a popular audience beyond the confines of the broadcast text into the continuity of an online narrative, it will also prove to have been significant. In assessing it, we should neither simplify nor forget the relationship between its representational system and its commodity functions. By "performing the real" with such strategic zeal, framing its participants both as game players and as television "actors," it has helped mark a shift in the nature of television as a medium for documentation. Perhaps it marks a shift, too, in the nature of that broader sphere, a sphere where vectors both of structure and agency combine to produce experience, that John Hartley (1996) has suggestively dubbed "popular reality."
